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  Introduction
Let   be a function in L
 
R
n
 such that
Z
R
n
 x dx   
We consider the LittlewoodPaley function on R
n
de	ned by
g

fx 

Z
 

jf   
t
xj

dt
t

 
 

where  
t
x  t
n
 t
 
x The following result of Benedek Calderon and
Panzone 
 on the L
p
boundedness   p  of g

is wellknown
Theorem A We assume  for   and
j xj  C  jxj
n
 
Z
R
n
j x y  xj dx  Cjyj


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for some positive constant  Then g

is bounded on L
p
R
n
 for all p 
 
kg

fk
p
 C
p
kfk
p
 
where
kfk
p
 kfk
L
p


Z
R
n
jfxj
p
dx

 p

By the Plancherel theorem it follows that g

is bounded on L

R
n
 if
and only if m  L
 
R
n
 where m 
R
 

j

 tj

dtt which is a homo
geneous function of degree  Here the Fourier transform is de	ned as

  
Z
R
n
 xe
ihxi
dx hx i 
n
X
k 
x
k

k

Let
P
t
x  c
n
t
jxj

 t


n 
be the Poisson kernel on the upper half space R
n
  and Qx 
tP
t
x
t 
 Then we can see that the function Q satis	es the con
ditions   and  Thus by Theorem A g
Q
is bounded on L
p
R
n

for all p  
Let Hx  sgnx	
  	
x  	
 	
x  	
 	
x on R the Haar
function where 	
E
denotes the characteristic function of a set E and sgnx
the signum function Then g
H
f is the Marcinkiewicz integral

fx 

Z
 

jF x t  F x t 
F xj

dt
t



 

where F x 
R
x

fy dy Also we can easily see that Theorem A implies
that g
H
is bounded on L
p
R   p 
Further we can consider the generalized Marcinkiewicz integral 


f
   on R de	ned by



fx 

Z
 

jS

t
fxj

dt
t

 

where
S

t
fx 

t
Z
t



u
t

 
fx u fx u du
We observe that 


f  g
	
 
f with


x  j jxjj
 
sgnx	
  
x 
The square function 

 
coincides with the ordinary Marcinkiewicz integral

 When   is compactly supported relevant sharp results for the L
p
bound
edness of g

can be found in   

We can also consider LittlewoodPaley operators on the Hardy space
H
p
R
n
   p   We consider a dense subspace S

R
n
 of H
p
R
n
 con
sisting of those functions f in SR
n
 which satisfy

f   near the origin
LittlewoodPaley equivalence 
where SR
n
 denotes the Schwartz class of rapidly decreasing smooth func
tions Let f  S

R Then if 

    p   and    we have
k


fk
p
 kfk
H
p
 which means
c
p
kfk
H
p
 k


fk
p
 C
p
kfk
H
p

with some positive constants c
p
 C
p
independent of f see 
 
To state results about the reverse inequality of  we 	rst recall a
theorem of Hormander 
 Let m  L
 
R
n
 and de	ne
T
m
fx 
Z
R
n
m

f e
ihxi
d 
We say that m is a Fourier multiplier for L
p
and write m M
p
if there exists
a constant C   such that
kT
m
fk
p
 Ckfk
p
for all f  L

	 L
p
 Then the result of Hormander 
 can be stated as
follows
Theorem B Let m be a bounded function on R
n
which is homogeneous of
degree  Suppose that m  M
p
for all p   Suppose further that m
is continuous and does not vanish on S
n 
 fx  R
n
 jxj  g Then
m
 
M
p
for every p  
See  
 for related results Applying Theorem B we can deduce the
following see 
 Theorem 
Theorem C Suppose that g

is bounded on L
p
for every p   Let
m 
R
 

j

 tj

dtt If m is continuous and strictly positive on S
n 

then we have
kfk
p
 c
p
kg

fk
p

and hence kfk
p
 kg

fk
p
 f  L
p
 for all p  
In this note we shall generalize Theorems B and C to weighted L
p
spaces
with A
p
weights of Muckenhoupt see Theorems 
 
 and Corollaries 


 Our proof of Theorem 
 has some features in common with the proof
of WienerLevy theorem in  vol I Chap VI We also consider a discrete
parameter version of g




fx 

 
X
k 
jf   

kxj


 
 
We shall have 

analogues of results for g

see Theorem  and Corollary
 We formulate Theorems 
 and  in general forms so that they include
unweighted cases as special cases while Corollaries 
 and  may be more
convenient for some applications
In the unweighted case we shall prove some results on H
p
analogous
to Corollaries 
 and  for p close to  p   in Section  under a
certain regularity condition for   Theorems  and  We shall consider
functions   including those which cannot be treated directly by the theory of
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 As a result in particular we shall be able to give a proof of the second
inequality of  for 
    
 and 

   p   by methods of
real analysis which does not depend on the Poisson kernel
Here we recall some more background materials on 


 When p  
and 
     we know proofs for the 	rst and the second inequality of
 which use pointwise relations 


f 
 cg

f and 


f  g



f with
  
 respectively and apply appropriate properties of g

and g



 Also
we note that a proof of the inequality k
fk
 
 Ckfk
H

using a theory of
vector valued singular integrals can be found in  Chap V see also 
We have assumed that supp

f   in stating 


f  g



f and g

f
g



f are the LittlewoodPaley functions de	ned by
g

fx 

Z
 

jxux tj

t dt

 

g



fx 

ZZ
R 

t
t jx yj



jruy tj

dy dt

 
with uy t denoting the Poisson integral of f  uy t  P
t
 fy see 

 and references therein and also   for related results
In 
 a proof of kfk
H
p
 Ckg
Q
fk
p
on R
n
is given without the use
of harmonicity see  for the original proof using properties of harmonic
functions Also when n   a similar result is shown for g

 It is to be
noted that combining this with the pointwise relation between g

and 


mentioned above we can give a proof of the 	rst inequality of  for the
whole range of p  in such a manner that a special property of the Poisson
kernel is used only to prove the pointwise relation
In Section  we shall apply Corollaries 
 and  to the theory of
Sobolev spaces In  the operator
U

fx 

	
Z
 











fx
Z
Bxt
fy dy











dt
t
 

A
 
    
was studied where

R
Bxt
fy dy is de	ned as jBx tj
 
R
Bxt
fy dy with
jBx tj denoting the Lebesgue measure of a ball Bx t in R
n
of radius t
centered at x The operator U
 
was used to characterize the Sobolev space
W
 p
R
n

Theorem D Let   p  Then the following two statements are equivalent
 f belongs to W
 p
R
n


 f  L
p
R
n
 and U
 
f  L
p
R
n

Furthermore from either of the two conditions  
 it follows that
kU
 
fk
p
 krfk
p

LittlewoodPaley equivalence 
This may be used to de	ne a Sobolev space analogous to W
 p
R
n
 in
metric measure spaces We shall also consider a discrete parameter version
of U


E

fx 

	
 
X
k 










fx
Z
Bx
k

fy dy













k

A
 
    
and prove an analogue of Theorem D for E

 Further we shall consider
operators generalizing U

 E

and show that they can be used to characterize
the weighted Sobolev spaces focusing on the case     n
 Invertibility of homogeneous Fourier multipliers and
LittlewoodPaley operators
We say that a weight function w belongs to the weight class A
p
   p 
of Muckenhoupt on R
n
if
w
A
p
 sup
B

jBj
 
Z
B
wx dx

jBj
 
Z
B
wx
 p 
dx

p 

where the supremum is taken over all balls B in R
n
 Also we say that w  A
 
if Mw  Cw almost everywhere with M denoting the HardyLittlewood
maximal operator
Mfx  sup
xB
jBj
 
Z
B
jfyj dy
where the supremum is taken over all balls B in R
n
containing x we denote
by w
A

the in	mum of all such C
Let m  L
 
R
n
 and w  A
p
   p   Let T
m
be as in  We
say that m is a Fourier multiplier for L
p
w
and write m M
p
w if there exists
a constant C   such that
kT
m
fk
pw
 Ckfk
pw


for all f  L

	 L
p
w
 where
kfk
pw
 kfk
L
p
w


Z
R
n
jfxj
p
wx dx

 p

We also write L
p
w for L
p
w
 De	ne
kmk
M
p
w
 inf C
where the in	mum is taken over all the constants C satisfying 
 Since
L

	 L
p
w
is dense in L
p
w
 T
m
uniquely extends to a bounded linear operator
on L
p
w
if m M
p
w In this note we shall con	ne our attention to the case
of L
p
w
boundedness of T
m
with w  A
p
 We note that M
p
w M
p
 
 ew
p
 
p

by duality where p p

  and ewx  wx
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If w  A
p
   p   then w
s
 A
r
for some s   and r  p see
 In applying interpolation arguments it is useful if sets of those r s are
specially notated
Denition  Let w  A
p
   p   If     p      and if
w
s
 A
r
for all r  p p and all s     we de	ne a set Uw p
by
Uw p  Uw p    p  p     
Let Fw p be the family of all such Uw p We write m  MUw p if
m M
r
w
s
 for all r s  Uw p
We need a relation of kmk
M
p
w
and kmk
 
in the following
Proposition  Let w  A
p
   p  Suppose that m  MUw p for
some Uw p  Fw p Then
kmk
M
p
w
 kmk
 
 
kmk

M
p
w


 p      Uw p if p  

kmk
M
p
w
 kmk
 
 
kmk

M
p
w


 p     Uw p if p  

kmk
M
p
w
 kmk
 
 
kmk

M
p
w


 p      Uw p if   p  

for some     and some small numbers    
Proof Let   p  
 and w  A
p
 Then there exist 

 

  such that
p       Uw p for all    

 and    

 Let p   

  p     

 Then since m  M
p
w
 
 by interpolation
with change of measures of SteinWeiss see  between L

and L
p
w
 

boundedness we have
kmk
M
p
w
p  p

 kmk
 
 
kmk

M
p
w



Note that pp    
  p
 p   Thus we can choose     so
that p  p    This completes the proof for p   

Suppose that 
  p   and w  A
p
 Then there exist 

  

 
such that p       Uw p for all    

 and    

 So
m  M
p
w
 
 for all    

 and    

 Similarly to the case
  p  
 applying interpolation we have
kmk
M
p
w
p  p

 kmk
 
 
kmk

M
p
w


with pp   p 
p  
 Taking   so that p p  
 we conclude the proof for p  
 The case p  
 can be handled
similarly  
To treat Fourier multipliers arising from LittlewoodPaley functions in

 and  simultaneously we slightly generalize the usual notion of ho
mogeneity
Denition  Let f be a function on R
n
 We say that f is dyadically ho
mogeneous of degree     R if f

k
x  

k
fx for all x  R
n
n fg and
all k  Z the set of integers
LittlewoodPaley equivalence 
For m  M
p
w
   p   w  A
p
 we consider the spectral radius
operator

pw
m  lim
k 
km
k
k
 k
M
p
w

To prove a weighted version of Theorem B we need an approximation result
for Fourier multipliers in M
p
w
Proposition  Let   p  w  A
p
and m  L
 
R
n
 We assume that
m is dyadically homogeneous of degree  and continuous on the closed annulus
B

 f  R
n
   jj  
g We further assume that there exists Uw p 
Fw p such that m  MUw p Then for any    there exists  
M
p
w which is dyadically homogeneous of degree  and in C
 
R
n
n fg
such that km k
 
  and 
pw
m   
Proof Let f
j
g
 
j 
be a sequence of functions on the orthogonal group On
such that
 each 
j
is in	nitely dierentiable and nonnegative
 for any neighborhood U of the identity in On there exists a positive
integer N such that supp
j
  U if j 
 N 

R
On

j
A dA   where dA is the Haar measure on On
Also let f 
j
g
 
j 
be a sequence of nonnegative functions in C
 
R such
that supp 
j
   

j
   

j
 and
R
 

 
j
t dtt   De	ne
m
j
 
Z
 

Z
On
mtA
j
A 
j
t dA
dt
t

Then m
j
is dyadically homogeneous of degree  in	nitely dierentiable and
m
j
 m uniformly in R
n
n fg by the continuity of m on B

 This can be
shown similarly to 
 pp 

 where we can 	nd the case when m is
homogeneous of degree  Also for a positive integer k the derivatives of m
k
j
satisfy
j


m
j

k
j  C
jkM
kmk
k
 
jj
jj
 


 
 



   
n


n



for all multiindices  with jj  M  where M is any positive integer  

 
     
n
 jj  
 
  
n
 
j
 Z 
j

  and we have C
jkM
 C
jM
k
M
with a constant C
jM
independent of k By 

 if M is suciently large it
follows that
km
k
j
k
M
p
w
 CC
jkM
kmk
k
 
 w  A
p
   p 
with a constant C independent of k which is wellknown see   for
related results Thus by the evaluation of C
jkM
we have

pw
m
j
  kmk
 
 

Since mm
j
MUw p by Proposition 

 we can 	nd r close to p
s   with r s  Uw p and     such that
kmm
j

k
k
M
p
w
 kmm
j

k
k
 
 
kmm
j

k
k

M
r
w
s


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It follows that

pw
mm
j
  kmm
j
k
 
 

rw
s
mm
j



Thus by 
 we have

pw
mm
j
  kmm
j
k
 
 

rw
s
m

 
rw
s
m
j



 kmm
j
k
 
 

rw
s
m

 kmk

 

This completes the proof since kmm
j
k
 
  as j   
Applying Proposition 
 we can generalize Theorem B as follows
Theorem  Suppose that   p  w  A
p
and that m  L
 
R
n
 fullls
the hypotheses of Proposition 
 Also suppose that m   for every
   Let z be holomorphic in C n fg Then we have m M
p
w
Proof De	ne 

  by


 min
R
n
nfg
jmj  min
 jj
jmj
By Proposition 
 there is   M
p
w which is dyadically homogeneous of
degree  and in	nitely dierentiable in R
n
n fg such that km  k
 
 

and 
pw
m    

 If we consider a curve C    


e
i
     

Cauchys formula can be applied to represent m by a contour integral
as follows
m 


i
Z
C

 m
d 



Z


  


e
i




e
i
 m
e
i
d   
Note that
e
i



e
i
 m





 
X
k

m 



e
i

k

the series converges uniformly in    
 since jm j  

 Thus
m 



 
X
k

m 




k
M
k

uniformly in R
n
n fg where
M
k
 
Z


  


e
i
e
ik
d
Since j  


e
i
j 
 

 we can see that M
k
 is dyadically homoge
neous of degree  and in	nitely dierentiable in R
n
n fg also the derivative
satis	es
j


M
k
j  C

jj
jj
for every multiindex  with a constant C

independent of k which follows
from homogeneity This implies that kM
k
k
M
p
w
 C with a constant C
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independent of k similarly to the estimate for km
k
j
k
M
p
w
in the proof of
Proposition 
 Thus we have m M
p
w and
kmk
M
p
w




 
X
k




k
km 
k
k
M
p
w
kM
k
k
M
p
w

since the series converges for km 
k
k
M
p
w
 
k

if k is suciently large
This completes the proof
 
Theorem 
 in particular implies the following
Corollary 	 Let   p   and w  A
p
 Let m be a dyadically homoge
neous function of degree  such that m  M
r
v for all r   and all
v  A
r
 We assume that m is continuous on B

and does not vanish there
Then m
 
M
p
w
We have applications of Theorem 
 and Corollary 
 to the theory of
LittlewoodPaley operators Let w  A
p
   p  We say that g

of 

is bounded on L
p
w
if there exists a constant C such that kg

fk
pw
 Ckfk
pw
for f  L

w
	 L

 The unique sublinear extension on L
p
w
is also denoted by
g

 The L
p
w
boundedness for 

of  is considered similarly
LetH be the Hilbert space of functions ut on  such that kuk
H

R
 

jutj

dtt

 
  We consider weighted spaces L
p
wH
of functions
hy t with the norm
khk
pwH


Z
R
n
kh
y
k
p
H
wy dy

 p

where h
y
t  hy t If w   identically the spaces L
p
wH
will be written
simply as L
p
H

De	ne
E


hx 
Z
 

Z
R
n
 
t
x  yh

y t dy
dt
t
 

where h  L

H
and h

y t  hy t	



t      and we assume
that    L
 
R
n
 with 
Then we have the following
Lemma 
 Let   r  and v  A
r
 We assume that
kg

fk
r
 
v
r
 
r
 C

r vkfk
r
 
v
r
 
r

Then if h  L
r
vH
	 L

H
 we have
sup
 
kE

e


hk
rv
 C

r vkhk
rvH

where

  denotes the complex conjugate
 Shuichi Sato
Proof For f  SR
n
 we see that








Z
R
n
E

e


hxfx dx



















Z
R
n

Z



Z
R
n
e

 
t
x yhy t dy
dt
t

fx dx





















Z



Z
R
n

 
t
 fyhy t dy
dt
t











Z
R
n
g



fykh
y
k
H
dy
Thus by Holders inequality we have








Z
R
n
E

e


hxfx dx








 kg



fk
r
 
v
r
 
r

Z
kh
y
k
r
H
vy dy

 r
 C

r vkfk
r
 
v
r
 
r

Z
kh
y
k
r
H
vy dy

 r

Taking the supremum over f with kfk
r
 
v
r
 
r
  we get the desired result
 
By applying Lemma 
 we have the following
Proposition  Suppose that g

satises the hypothesis of Lemma 
 with
r   and v  A
r
 Also we assume that
kg

fk
rv
 C
 
r vkfk
rv

Put
m 
Z
 

j

 tj

dt
t

Then kmk
M
r
v
 C

r vC
 
r v
Proof We 	rst note that an interpolation with change of measures between
the L
r
v and L
r
 
v
r
 
r
 boundedness of g

implies the L

boundedness of
g

 Thus we have m  L
 
R
n

Let F y t  f   
t
y f  L
p
w
	 L

 Then
E

e


F x 
Z



Z
R
n
 
t
 fy

 
t
y  x dy
dt
t

Z
R
n
 

x zfz dz
where
 

x 
Z



Z
R
n
 
t
x y

 
t
y dy
dt
t

We see that
d
 

 
Z




 t
b

 t
dt
t

Z



j

 tj

dt
t

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Thus
Z
R
n
 

x  zfz dz  T
m
 
fx m

 
Z



j

 tj

dt
t

From Lemma 
 and the L
r
v
boundedness of g

it follows that
kT
m
 
fk
rv
 kE

e


F k
rv
 C

r vkg

fk
rv
 C

r vC
 
r vkfk
rv



Letting    and noting m

 m we see that m  M
r
v and kmk
M
r
v
can be evaluated by 
  
Now we can state a weighted version of Theorem C
Theorem  Let g

be as in 
 Let w  A
p
   p   Suppose that
there exists Uw p  Fw p such that g

fullls the hypotheses of Propo
sition 
 on the weighted boundedness for all r v  w
s
 r s  Uw p
Further suppose that m 
R
 

j

 tj

dtt is continuous and does not
vanish on S
n 
 Then we have
kfk
pw
 C
pw
kg

fk
pw
for f  L
p
w

Obviously this implies Theorem C when w  
Proof of Theorem 
 We 	rst note that by Proposition 
m MUw p
Thus from Theorem 
 with z  z and our assumptions we see that
m
 
M
p
w Since f  T
m

T
m
f  f  L
p
w
	 L

 we have
kfk
pw
 CkT
m
fk
pw

Also by 
 it follows that
kT
m
fk
pw
 Ckg

fk
pw

Combining results we have the desired inequality  
From Theorem 
 the next result follows
Theorem  Suppose the following
 kg

fk
rv
 C
rv
kfk
rv
for all r   and all v  A
r


 m 
R
 

j

 tj

dtt is continuous and strictly positive on S
n 

Then if f  L
p
w
 we have
kfk
pw
 C
pw
kg

fk
pw
for all p   and w  A
p

The following result is known see 
Theorem E Suppose that
 B

   for some    where B

  
R
jxj 
j xj jxj

dx

 C
u
   for some u   with C
u
  
R
jxj 
j xj
u
dx
 H

 L
 
R
n
 where H

x  sup
jyj	jxj
j yj

 Shuichi Sato
Then
kg

fk
pw
 C
pw
kfk
pw
for all p   and w  A
p

By Theorem 
 and Theorem E we have the following result which is
useful in some applications
Corollary  Suppose that   satises the conditions  
  of Theo
rem E and the nondegeneracy condition sup
t
j

 tj   for all   
Then kfk
pw
 kg

fk
pw
 f  L
p
w
 for all p   and w  A
p

Proof Let m 
R
 

j

 tj

dtt Then by our assumption m   for
   Thus by Theorem E and Theorem 
 it suces to show that m is
continuous on S
n 
 From  we have
Z

k

k
j

 tj

dt
t
 Cmin



k
 

k

with some    for   S
n 
and k  Z Thus it can be seen that
R



j

 tj

dtt m uniformly on S
n 
as   Since
R



j

 tj

dtt
is continuous on S
n 
for each 	xed    the continuity of m follows  
Remark  Let   p   w  A
p
 Suppose that g

is bounded on L
p
w
and   is a radial function with
R
 

j

 tj

dtt   for every    Then
we have kfk
pw
 Ckg

fk
pw
if g

is also bounded on L
p
 
w
p
 
p
 This is
wellknown and follows from the proofs of Lemma 
 and Proposition 

Also this can be proved by applying arguments of  Chap V  b
 Discrete parameter LittlewoodPaley functions
Let    L
 
R
n
 with  and let 

be as in  We 	rst give a criterion
for the boundedness of 

on L
p
w
analogous to Theorem E
Theorem  Let B

  H

be as in Theorem E Suppose that
 B

   for some   

 j

 j  Cjj

for all   R
n
n fg with some   
 H

 L
 
R
n

Let   p  Then
k

fk
pw
 C
pw
kfk
pw
for every w  A
p

We assume the pointwise estimate of

  in 
 which is not required in
Theorem E
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Proof of Theorem  We apply methods of  De	ne

D
j
f   

j


f for j  Z
where   C
 
satis	es that supp   f
  jj  
g and
 
X
j 
 

j
   for   
We write
f   

k x 
 
X
j 
D
jk
f   

k x
where we initially assume that f  SR
n
 Let
L
j
fx 

 
X
k 
jD
jk
f   

k xj


 

Then


fx 
X
jZ
L
j
fx
We note that the condition  and  imply that j

 j  Cjj

 
 


min  see  Lemma  So since the Fourier transform of D
j
f  

k
is supported in E
j
 f

 j
 jj  

 j
g the Plancherel theorem and the
conditions  
 imply that
kL
j
fk



X
kZ
Z
R
n
jD
jk
f   

k xj

dx 

X
kZ
C
Z
E
jk
min

j

k
j

 j

k
j









f







d
 C

jjj
X
kZ
Z
E
jk







f







d
 C

jjj
kfk


for some    where to get the last inequality we also use the fact that the
sets E
j
are 	nitely overlapping
By the condition  we see that sup
t
jf  
t
j  CMf see 
 pp
! Thus if w  A

 by the HardyLittlewood maximal theorem and the
 Shuichi Sato
LittlewoodPaley inequality for L

w
we see that
kL
j
fk

w

X
kZ
Z
R
n
jD
jk
f   

k xj

wx dx 


X
kZ
C
Z
R
n
jMD
jk
fxj

wx dx

X
kZ
C
Z
R
n
jD
jk
fxj

wx dx
 Ckfk

w

Interpolation with change of measures between  and 
 implies
that
kL
j
fk
w
u
 C

 ujjj
kfk
w
u
for u    Choosing u close to  so that w
 u
 A

 we have
kL
j
fk
w
 C

 ujjj
kfk
w

and hence
k

fk
w

X
jZ
kL
j
fk
w
 Ckfk
w

Thus the conclusion follows from the extrapolation theorem of Rubio de
Francia   
Remark  Under the hypotheses of Theorem  g

is also bounded on L
p
w
for all p   and w  A
p
 This can be seen from the proof of Theorem
E in 
Let K be the Hilbert space of functions vk on Z such that
kvk
K


 
X
k 
jvkj


 

We de	ne spaces L
p
wK
similarly to L
p
wH
 Also we use notation similar to
the one used when E


h is considered We de	ne
L
N

lx 
X
kZ
Z
R
n
 

k x yl
N
y k dy 
where l  L

K
 l
N
x k  lx k	
NN 	
k for a positive integer N 
Then we have the following result
Lemma  Suppose that   r  v  A
r
and that
k

fk
r
 
v
r
 
r
 C

r vkfk
r
 
v
r
 
r

Then we have sup
N	 
kL
N
e


lk
rv
 C

r vklk
rvK
 that is
sup
N	 

Z
R
n
jL
N
e


lxj
r
vx dx

 r
 C

r v

	
Z
R
n

 
X
k 
jlx kj


r
vx dx

A
 r
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for l  L
r
vK
	 L

K

This is used to prove the following
Proposition  We assume that 

satises the hypothesis of Lemma 
with r   and v  A
r
 Further we assume that
k

fk
rv
 C
 
r vkfk
rv

Set
m 
 
X
k 
j

 

k
j


Then we have kmk
M
r
v
 C

r vC
 
r v
Proposition  and Theorem 
 are applied to prove the following
Theorem  We assume that w  A
p
   p  Suppose that there exists
Uw p  Fw p such that 

fullls the hypotheses of Proposition  on
the weighted boundedness for all r v  w
s
 r s  Uw p Then if the
function m 
P
 
k 
j

 

k
j

is continuous and does not vanish on B


we have
kfk
pw
 C
pw
k

fk
pw
for f  L
p
w

We note that m is dyadically homogeneous of degree  and that under
the assumptions of Theorem  m MUw p
Theorem  implies the next result
Theorem 	 We assume the following
 k

fk
rv
 C
rv
kfk
rv
for all r   and all v  A
r


 m is continuous and strictly positive on B

 where m is dened as in
Theorem 
Let w  A
p
   p  Then we have
kfk
pw
 C
pw
k

fk
pw
 f  L
p
w

Lemma  Proposition  Theorem  and Theorem  are analo
gous to and can be proved similarly to Lemma 
 Proposition 
 Theorem

 and Theorem 
 respectively We omit their proofs
We also have an analogue of Corollary 

Corollary 
 Suppose that   satises the conditions  
  of Theorem
 and the nondegeneracy condition sup
kZ
j

 

k
j   for all   
Then kfk
pw
 k

fk
pw
 f  L
p
w
 for all p   and w  A
p

Proof By the assumption m 
P
 
k 
j

 

k
j

  for    There
fore by Theorem  to prove a reverse inequality of the conclusion of The
orem  it suces to show that m is continuous on B

 From the estimate
j

 j  Cminjj

 jj

 for some    which follows from  and 
 of
Theorem  see  Lemma  it can be seen that
P
N
kN
j

 

k
j


m uniformly on B

as N   Since
P
N
kN
j

 

k
j

is continuous on
 Shuichi Sato
B

for each 	xed N  we can conclude that m is also continuous on B

 This
completes the proof  
 LittlewoodPaley operators on H
p
   p    with p close
to 
Let   p   We consider the Hardy space of functions on R
n
with values
in H which is denoted by H
p
H
R
n
 Choose   SR
n
 with
R
x dx  
Let h  L

H
R
n
 We say h  H
p
H
R
n
 if khk
H
p
H
 kh

k
L
p
 with
h

x  sup
s

Z
 

j
s
 h
t
xj

dt
t

 

where we write h
t
x  hx t Similarly we consider the Hardy space
H
p
K
R
n
 of functions l in L

K
R
n
 such that klk
p
H
p
K
 kl

k
L
p
 where
l

x  sup
s

	
 
X
j 
j
s
 l
j
xj


A
 
 l
j
x  lx j
Let    L
 
R
n
 with  and let E


h be de	ned as in 

Theorem  Suppose that

R
 

j

 tj

dtt  C with a constant C

 there exists     such that if jxj  
jyj

Z
 

j 
t
x y  
t
xj

dt
t

 
 C
jyj

jxj
n

Then
sup
 
kE


hk
H
p
 Ckhk
H
p
H
if nn    p   where H
p
 H
p
R
n
 is the ordinary Hardy space on
R
n

Recall that we say f  S

R
n
 the space of tempered distributions
belongs to H
p
R
n
 if kfk
H
p
 kf

k
p
  where f

x  sup
t
j
t
fxj
with   SR
n
 satisfying
R
x dx   see 
We also have a similar result for L
N

l
Theorem  Let L
N

l be dened as in  We assume the following
conditions

P
 
k 
j

 

k
j

 C with a constant C

 if jxj  
jyj we have

 
X
k 
j 

k x y  

kxj


 
 C
jyj

jxj
n
with some    
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Then
sup
N	 
kL
N

lk
H
p
 Cklk
H
p
K
for nn   p  
To prove these theorems we apply atomic decompositions
Let a be a p atom in H
p
H
R
n
 Thus
i
R
 

jax tj

dtt

 
 jQj
 p
 where Q is a cube in R
n
with sides
parallel to the coordinate axes
ii suppa t  Q uniformly in t   where Q is the same as in i
iii
R
R
n
ax tx

dx   for all t   and jj  np   where x


x


 
   x

n
n
and a denotes the largest integer not exceeding a
To prove Theorem  we use the following
Lemma  Let h  L

H
R
n
 Suppose that h  H
p
H
R
n
 Then there exist
a sequence fa
k
g of p atoms in H
p
H
R
n
 and a sequence f
k
g of pos
itive numbers such that h 
P
 
k 

k
a
k
in H
p
H
R
n
 and in L

H
R
n
 and
P
 
k 

p
k
 Ckhk
p
H
p
H
 where C is a constant independent of h
See  
 for the case of H
p
R
n
 the vector valued case can be proved
similarly We apply Lemma  for p  nn    We also need the
following
Lemma  Let  be a nonnegative C
 
function on R
n
supported in fjxj 
g which satises
R
x dx   Suppose that    L
 
R
n
 satises the condi
tions  
 of Theorem  Let  
st
 
s
 
t
 s t   Then if jxj  jyj
we have

Z
 

j 
st
x y 
st
xj

dt
t

 
 C
jyj

jxj
n
with a constant C independent of s  
Proof We note that
 
st
x  y 
st
x 
Z
jzjs
 
t
x y  z  
t
x z
s
z dz
Let   s  jxj Then if jxj  jyj and jzj  s we have jxzj 
 jxj 


jyj Thus by the Minkowski inequality and 
 of Theorem  we see that

Z
 

j 
st
x y 
st
xj

dt
t

 


Z
jzjs

Z
 

j 
t
x y  z  
t
x zj

dt
t

 

s
z dz
 C
Z
jzjs
jyj

jx zj
n

s
z dz
 Ckk
 
jyj

jxj
n

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To deal with the case s 
 jxj we write
 
st
x y 
st
x 
Z
s

 te
ihxi

e
ihyi
 

d
Applying Minkowskis inequality again and using  of Theorem  we see
that

Z
 

j 
st
x y 
st
xj

dt
t

 



Z
j sj
jyjjj

Z
 

j

 tj

dt
t

 
d
 Cjyj
Z
j sjjj d
 Cjyjs
n 
Z
j jjj d
 C
jyj

jxj
n

By  and 
 we get the desired estimates  
Proof of Theorem  Let a be a p atom in H
p
H
R
n
 supported on the
cube Q of the de	nition of the atom Let y

be the center of Q Let
e
Q be
a concentric enlargement of Q such that jy  y

j  jx  y

j if y  Q and
x  R
n
n
e
Q Let  be as in Lemma  Then using Lemma  the properties
of an atom and the Schwarz inequality for x  R
n
n
e
Q we have
j
s
E


ax













ZZ
 
st
x y 
st
x y

 a

y t dy
dt
t









Z
Q

Z
 

j 
st
x y 
st
x  y

j

dt
t

 

Z
 

jay tj

dt
t

 
dy
 CjQj
 p
Z
Q

Z
 

j 
st
x y 
st
x y

j

dt
t

 
dy
 CjQj
 p
Z
Q
jy  y

j

jx y

j
n
dy
 CjQj
 p n
jx y

j
n

Since p  nn  we thus have
Z
R
n
n
e
Q
sup
s





s
E


ax




p
dx
 CjQj
 ppn
Z
R
n
n
e
Q
jx y

j
pn
 C 
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The condition  implies the L

boundedness of g

and hence by
Lemma 
 we can see that
sup
 
kE


hk

 Ckhk
L

H
 h  L

H
R
n

So by Holders inequality and the properties i ii of a we get
Z
e
Q
sup
s





s
E


ax




p
dx  CjQj
 p

Z
e
Q
jME


axj

dx

p

 CjQj
 p

Z
Q
Z
 

jay tj

dt
t
dy

p
 C
Combining  and  we have
Z
R
n
sup
s





s
E


ax




p
dx  C 
Let h  H
p
H
R
n
 and the decomposition h 
P
 
k 

k
a
k
be as in Lemma
 We easily see that j
s
 E


hxj  C

k k
 
k
s
k

khk
L

H
 Thus since
h 
P
 
k 

k
a
k
is in L

H
R
n
 we have

s
E


hx 
 
X
k 

k

s
E


a
k
x
By this and  we can prove
Z
R
n
sup
s





s
E


hx




p
dx  Ckhk
p
H
p
H

This completes the proof
 
Theorem 
 can be shown similarly
Also we can prove the following mapping properties of g

and 

on
H
p
R
n
 in the same way
Theorem  Suppose that   fullls the hypotheses of Theorem  We de
ne F   fx t  f   
t
x Then if nn   p  
kF   fk
H
p
H
 Ckfk
H
p
for f  H
p
R
n
 	 L

R
n

Theorem 	 We assume that   fullls the hypotheses of Theorem 
 Let
G  fx k  f   

kx Then
kG  fk
H
p
K
 Ckfk
H
p
 f  H
p
R
n
 	 L

R
n

if nn   p  
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Proof of Theorem  The proof is similar to that of Theorem  By the
atomic decomposition it suces to show that kF   ak
H
p
H
 C where a is
a p atom in H
p
R
n
 such that kak
 
 jQj
 p
 suppa  Q with a
cube Q and
R
a   Let y

be the center of Q and let
e
Q 
s
  
st
be as in
the proof of Theorem  Then using Minkowskis inequality and Lemma
 for x  R
n
n
e
Q we have

Z
 

j
s
  
t
 axj

dt
t

 


Z
 









Z
 
st
x y 
st
x y

 ay dy









dt
t

 
 CjQj
 p
Z
Q

Z
 

j 
st
x  y 
st
x y

j

dt
t

 
dy
 CjQj
 p n
jx y

j
n

Therefore as in  for p  nn  we have
Z
R
n
n
e
Q
sup
s

Z
 

j
s
  
t
 axj

dt
t

p
 C
Since by the Minkowski inequality we easily see that
sup
s

Z
 

j
s
  
t
 axj

dt
t

 
 sup
s

s
 g

ax  CMg

ax
as in  we have
Z
e
Q
sup
s

Z
 

j
s
  
t
 axj

dt
t

p
 C
Collecting results we have the desired estimates
 
The proof of Theorem  is similar Using Theorems   and Theorems

  we can show analogues of Corollaries 
 and  for p  
Theorem 
 Suppose that   fullls the hypotheses of Theorem  Put
m 
R
 

j

 tj

dtt We assume that m does not vanish in R
n
n fg and
m  C
k
R
n
n fg where k is a positive integer satisfying kn  p 

with nn   p   Then we have
kF   fk
H
p
H
 kfk
H
p
for f  H
p
R
n
 	 L

R
n
 where F   f is as in Theorem 
Theorem  We assume that   fullls the hypotheses of Theorem 
 Set
m 
P
 
j 
j

 

j
j

 Let nn   p   We assume that m  
LittlewoodPaley equivalence 

for all   R
n
n fg and m  C
k
R
n
n fg with a positive integer k as in
Theorem  Let G  f be as in Theorem  Then we have
kG  fk
H
p
K
 kfk
H
p
 f  H
p
R
n
 	 L

R
n

Proof of Theorem  By Theorem  we have kF   fk
H
p
H
 Ckfk
H
p

To prove the reverse inequality we note that f  T
m

T
m
f  Since m
 

C
k
R
n
n fg and it is homogeneous of degree  m
 
is a Fourier multiplier
for H
p
by  pp ! Thus
kfk
H
p
 CkT
m
fk
H
p
 C lim inf

kT
m
 
fk
H
p
 
and by the proof of Proposition 
 we see that
T
m
 
f  E

e


F 
wherem

 F are de	ned as in the proof of Proposition 
 Thus by Theorem
 we have
kT
m
 
fk
H
p
 kE

e


F k
H
p
 CkF   fk
H
p
H

which combined with  implies the reverse inequality  
Theorem  can be proved similarly
We note that Theorems  and  imply that kg

fk
p
 Ckfk
H
p

k

fk
p
 Ckfk
H
p
 Under the assumptions of Theorems  and  the
reverse inequalities which would improve results are not available at present
stage of the research For related results which can handle LittlewoodPaley
operators like g
Q
 we refer to 

Let 

on R
 
be as in  Then we can show that

Z
 

j

t
x y 

t
xj

dt
t

 
 C
jyj

jxj
 
   
 
 
if 
jyj  jxj where 
    
 Also it is not dicult to see that
the condition  of Theorem  is valid for 

 Thus from Theorem 
we in particular have the second inequality of  for 
    



   p   We shall give a proof of the estimate  in Section 
for completeness
 Applications to the theory of Sobolev spaces
Let     n and
T

fx 

	
Z
 











I

fx
Z
Bxt
I

fy dy











dt
t
 

A
 
 
where I

is the Riesz potential operator de	ned by

I

f  
jj


f 

Then from  we can see the following result
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Theorem F Suppose that   p  and n 
 
 Let T

be as in  Then
kT
 
fk
p
 kfk
p
 f  SR
n

In  this was used to prove Theorem D in Section  when n 
 

Theorem F is generalized to the weighted L
p
spaces see  

We consider square functions generalizing U

and T

in  and 
Let
U

fx 

Z
 

jfx"
t
 fxj

dt
t
 

 
    
with "  M

 where we say "  M

    if " is a bounded function on
R
n
with compact support satisfying
R
R
n
"x dx   if  
  we further
assume that
Z
R
n
"xx

dx   for all  with   jj   
When     
  is satis	ed if " is even in particular we note that
	

 	
B 
jB j  M

for     
 and if "  	

in  we have
U

of 
We also consider
T

fx 

Z
 

jI

fx"
t
 I

fxj

dt
t
 

 
 
where     n and " M

 If we set "  	

in  we get T

of 
We prove the following
Theorem  Suppose that T

is as in  and     n   p  Let
w  A
p
 Then
kT

fk
pw
 kfk
pw
 f  SR
n

By Theorem  we see that U

can be used to characterize the weighted
Sobolev spaces
Let J

be the Bessel potential operator de	ned as J

g  K

 g with

K

    

jj



see 
 Let   p      and w  A
p
 The weighted Sobolev space
W
p
w
R
n
 is de	ned to be the collection of all the functions f which can be ex
pressed as f  J

g with g  L
p
w
R
n
 and its norm is de	ned by kfk
pw

kgk
pw
 The weighted L
p
norm inequality for the HardyLittlewood maximal
operator with A
p
weights see  implies that J

g  L
p
w
if g  L
p
w
 since
it is known that jJ

gj  CMg see 
 
 We also note that J

is
injective on L
p
w
 So the norm kfk
pw
is wellde	ned
Applying Theorem  we have the following
Corollary  Let   p  w  A
p
and     n Let U

be as in 
Then f W
p
w
R
n
 if and only if f  L
p
w
and U

f  L
p
w
 furthermore
kfk
pw
 kfk
pw
 kU

fk
pw

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
For the case n   and    see Remark  below We refer to


 
 
 
 for relevant results See  for characterization of the weighted
Sobolev space W
 p
w
using square functions
Also we consider discrete parameter versions of T

and U


D

fx 

 
X
k 
jI

fx "

k  I

fxj



k

 
 
with     n
E

fx 

 
X
k 
jfx"

k  fxj



k

 
    
where "  M

 If we put "  	

in  we have E

of  We have
discrete parameter analogues of Theorem  and Corollary 

Theorem  Let     n and   p  Let D

be as in  Then
kD

fk
pw
 kfk
pw
 f  SR
n

where w is any weight in A
p

Corollary  Let E

be as in  Suppose that   p   w  A
p
and
    n Then f W
p
w
R
n
 if and only if f  L
p
w
and E

f  L
p
w
 also
kfk
pw
 kfk
pw
 kE

fk
pw

A version of Theorem  for     
 and n 
 
 is shown in 
 where
" is assumed to be radial Combining the arguments of 
 with Corollary

 we can relax the assumption that " is radial
Here we give proofs of Theorem  and Corollary  Theorem  and
Corollary 
 can be shown similarly
Proof of Theorem  Recall that
b
L

  
jj

     n if L

x 
jxj
n
with
 
# n
 


n



# 


Let
 x  L

x "  L

x
Then we have D

f  

f f  SR
n
 by homogeneity of L

 where D

is as in  We observe that   can be written as
 x 
Z
L

x L

x y "y dy 
Because " is bounded and compactly supported and L

is locally integrable
we see that
sup
jxj 








Z
L

x y"y dy








 C
for some constant C Using this inequality in the de	nition of   we have
j xj  Cjxj
n
for jxj   
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By applying Taylors formula and  we can easily deduce from  that
j xj  Cjxj
n	 
for jxj 
  
Taking the Fourier transform we see that

   
jj




"

 
By  this implies j

 j  Cjj
	 
 from which the condition 
follows since    It is easy to see that the conditions  
 and
 of Theorem  follow from the estimates   and  Also
obviously we have sup
kZ
j

 

k
j   for all    This can be easily seen
by noting that

"   as jj   Thus we can apply Corollary  to
get the equivalence of the L
p
w
norms claimed  
Proof of Corollary  Riesz potentials and Bessel potentials are related as
follows
Lemma  Let      p  and w  A
p

 We have

jj

   

jj



with a Fourier multiplier  for L
p
w


 There exists a Fourier multiplier m for L
p
w
such that
  

jj



 m m
jj


To prove this we note that
j


j  C

jj
jj
   R
n
n fg
for all multiindices  and similar estimates for m So by a theorem on
Fourier multipliers for L
p
w
we can get the conclusion as in the case of the
estimate for kM
k
k
M
p
w
in the proof of Theorem 
 See also 
 Lemma 
When g  L
p
w
 w  A
p
   p  and     n we show that
kE

J

gk
pw
 kJ

gk
pw
 kgk
pw
 

We 	rst prove 
 for g  S

R
n
 Since E

J

g  D

I

J

g and
I

J

g  SR
n
 when g  S

R
n
 by Theorem  we have
kE

J

gk
pw
 kI

J

gk
pw
 
where I

is de	ned by 
 with  in place of  Part  of Lemma 
implies that
kI

J

gk
pw
 Ckgk
pw
and hence
kE

J

gk
pw
 Ckgk
pw
 
On the other hand by part 
 of Lemma  and  we have
kgk
pw
 kJ

J

gk
pw
 CkJ

gk
pw
 CkI

J

gk
pw

 CkJ

gk
pw
 CkE

J

gk
pw

LittlewoodPaley equivalence 

where we recall that the Bessel potential operator J

is de	ned on SR
n
 for
any   R by

J

f    

jj




f Also we have
kJ

gk
pw
 CkMgk
pw
 Ckgk
pw
 
Combining   and  we have 
 for g  S

R
n

Now we show that 
 holds for any g  L
p
w
 For a positive integer
N  let
E
N

fx 

N
X
kN
jfx"

k
 fxj



k

 

Then E
N

f  C
N
Mf which implies that E
N

is bounded on L
p
w
 We
can take a sequence fg
k
g in S

R
n
 such that g
k
 g in L
p
w
and J

g
k
 
J

g in L
p
w
as k  By 
 for S

R
n
 we see that
kE
N

J

g
k
k
pw
 Ckg
k
k
pw

Letting k  by L
p
w
boundedness and sublinearity of E
N

we have
kE
N

J

gk
pw
 Ckgk
pw

Thus letting N  we get
kE

J

gk
pw
 Ckgk
pw

Therefore we have
lim
k 
kE

J

gE

J

g
k
k
pw
 lim
k 
kE

J

g  g
k
k
pw
 C lim
k 
kg  g
k
k
pw
 
Consequently letting k  in the relation
kE

J

g
k
k
pw
 kJ

g
k
k
pw
 kg
k
k
pw

which we have already proved we can obtain 
 for any g  L
p
w

To complete the proof of Corollary  it thus only remains to show
that f W
p
w
R
n
 if f  L
p
w
and E

f  L
p
w
 To prove this it is convenient
to note the following
Lemma 	 Suppose that f  L
p
w
 w  A
p
   p   g  SR
n
 and
   Then we have the following
 K

 f  gx  K

 f  gx  K

 g  fx for every x  R
n



R
R
n
K

 fygy dy 
R
R
n
K

 gyfy dy
Proof To prove part  by Fubinis theorem it suces to show that
I 
ZZ
K

x z  yjfyjjgzj dy dz 
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This is obvious for
I  C
Z
Mfx zjgzj dz  C
Z
Mfzjgx zj dz
 CkMfk
pw

Z
jgx zj
p
 
wz
p
 
p
dz

 p
 
 Ckfk
pw

Z
jgx zj
p
 
wz
p
 
p
dz

 p
 

where the last integral is 	nite since g  SR
n
 w
p
 
p
 A
p
 
and SR
n
  L
r
v
for v  A
r
   r  see  p 
 for a related result
Part 
 follows from part  by putting x   since K

is radial  
Let f  L
p
w
and E

f  L
p
w
 We take   SR
n
 satisfying
R
x dx 
 Let f

x  

 fx and g

x  J



  fx Then note that
g

 L
p
w
and f

 J

g

 by part  of Lemma 
By 
 we have
kE

f

k
pw
 kf

k
pw
 kg

k
pw
 
We note that
sup

kf

k
pw
 CkMfk
pw
 Ckfk
pw
 
Also Minkowskis inequality implies that
E

f

x 

 
X
k 
j

 fx"

k
 

 fxj



k

 

Z
R
n
j

yj

 
X
k 
jfx y"

k  fx yj



k

 
dy
 CME

fx
Thus
sup

kE

f

k
pw
 CkME

fk
pw
 CkE

fk
pw

which combined with  and  implies that sup

kg

k
pw

Therefore we can choose a sequence fg

k

g 
k
  which converges
weakly in L
p
w
 Let g

k

 g weakly in L
p
w
 Then since ff

k

g converges
to f in L
p
w
 we can conclude that f  J

g To show this let $
h
f 
R
fxhx dx for h  SR
n
 Then it is easy to see that $
h
is a bounded linear
functional on L
p
w
for every h  SR
n
 since j$
h
fj  kfk
pw
khk
p
 
w
p
 
p
by
Holders inequality Thus for any h  SR
n
 applying part 
 of Lemma 
LittlewoodPaley equivalence 

and noting J

h  SR
n
 we have
Z
fxhx dx  lim
k
Z
f

k

xhx dx  lim
k
Z
J

g

k

xhx dx
 lim
k
Z
g

k

xJ

hx dx 
Z
gxJ

hx dx

Z
J

gxhx dx
This implies that f  J

g and hence f  W
p
w
R
n
 This completes the
proof of Corollary   
Remark 
 Let    sgn sgn" on R where " M
 
 We note that

  
i
 

 


" We have results analogous to Theorems  and  for
g

and 

 respectively with similar proofs They can be applied to prove
results generalizing Corollaries 
 and  to the case n   and    by
arguments similar to those used for the corollaries
	 Proof of 
In this section we give a proof of the estimate  for completeness Put
   

 To prove  assuming jyj  jxj
 we write
L 
Z
 

jt
 
 x  yt t
 
 xtj

dt
t

We 	rst assume x   and y   By the change of variables xt  u we have
L  x

Z
 

j u uyx  uj

u du  I  II
where
I  x

Z
 

j u uyx  uj

u du
II  x

Z
 
 
j u uyx  uj

u du
We estimate I and II separately We see that
II  x

Z
 
 
j u uyxj

u du
 

x

Z
xxy
 
 ju yxj
 
u du
Thus by the change of variables w  ux yx we have
II  

x  y

Z
 
xyx
 w
 
w dw
 

x  y

Z
 
xyx
 w
 
dw
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which implies that
II  

x y


 
 
yx
 
 C

y
 
x
 
 
To deal with I  we write
I  

x

Z
 

j u yx
 
  u
 
j

u du  I
 
 I


where
I
 
 

x

Z
 yx

j u yx
 
  u
 
j

u du
I

 

x

Z
 
 yx
j u yx
 
  u
 
j

u du
We observe that
Z
 
 yx
 u yx
 
du 

 xx y
 
Z
xyx
 yxxyx
 w
 
dw
 C


  
yxx yx
 
  x yx
 

 C

yx
 

Also we have
Z
 
 yx
 u
 
du  C

yx
 
 
By 
 and  we see that
I

 C

x

yx
 
 C

y
 
x
 
 
To estimate I
 
we recall that 
    
 By the mean value theorem
we have
I
 
 Cx

yx

Z
 yx

 u

du 
 Cx

yx


yx


 Cy
 
x
 

The estimate I  C

y
 
x
 
follows from  and  which com
bined with  implies
L  C

y
 
x
 

when x   y  
Next we deal with the case x   y   In this case we also consider
the analogous decomposition L  I  II  Since   is supported in   and
LittlewoodPaley equivalence 

x   y   we see that II   Also I  I
 
 I

 where
I
 
 

x

Z
 jyjx

j u yx
 
  u
 
j

u du
I

 x

Z
 
 jyjx
j u yx  uj

u du
To estimate I

 we see that
Z
 
 jyjx
j u yxj

u du  

Z
xxy
 jyjx
j u yxj
 
du
 

xx  y
 
Z
 
xyxyx

 w
 
dw
 

xx  y
 

 
 
jyjx 
yx


 
 C

jyxj
 

Similarly
Z
 
 jyjx
 u
 
u du  C

jyxj
 

Thus
I

 Cjyj
 
x
 
 
On the other hand by the mean value theorem
I
 
 

x

Z
 jyjx


jyjx
 
j jj u yxj



du 
 Cy

x

xx y
 
Z
xyxyx


 u

du
 Cy

x


x y
 
 

 

jyjx 
yx




 

 C

jyj
 
x
 

The estimates  and  imply that I  Cjyj
 
x
 
for x   y 

Since   is odd we observe that
L 
Z
 

jt
 
 x yt t
 
 xtj

dt
t

Thus the results for the cases x   y   and x   y   will follow from
the results for the cases x   y   and x   y   respectively
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